
Be a leader in hybrid medical education.

How We Help

Maximize Student Performance
Prepare excellent practitioners while
developing mastery on tests, during 
rounds, and in-practice situations. 

Empower Faculty
Faculty can deliver high-value 
content based on their experience 
without sacrificing course prep, 
research, or writing time.

Deliver Hybrid Instruction
Don’t simply mirror the classroom
online – augment learning with a 
companion to in-person instruction.

Institutional Success
Our team of peer-educators ensures
that our content, programs, and 
onboarding processes meet the 
highest standards and align with 
academic best practices.

Foundational notes
and materials geared
toward understanding

PRIME
High-yield lesson

videos to promote
learning

ACQUIRE
Boards-style

questions with
quality explanations

CHALLENGE
Flashcards to

reinforce knowledge
through repetition

ENFORCE

You can free your faculty to be true educators in 
the classroom so that they can do active learning 
and apply the information that’s learned through 
OnlineMedEd and expand on it.

Nancy Hayes 

Florida State University 
Associate Professor,  
Director of Clinical 
Foundations 

OnlineMedEd delivers a comprehensive, longitudinal, medical curriculum that asynchronously 
complements in-person learning. Through thoughtful course design and our PACE educational 
paradigm (Prime, Acquire, Challenge, Enforce), OnlineMedEd communicates information 
across multiple modalities, but via a single unified voice. This enhances the delivery of medical 
information and improves the learner experience – from the first year DO student all the way 

to a practicing provider. 
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DO Program Solutions

How We Help

At OnlineMedEd, our PACE instructional methodology is designed to change the way 
Osteopathic medical students are educated by providing the foundational concepts that teach 
understanding. This allows faculty to prepare an engaging curriculum that highlights the value 
of the hands on, high touch care and avoids simply memorizing techniques. By combining 
asynchronous content with your in person OMT training, we build strong foundations in OMM 
together- for the benefit of Osteopathic Medical students, residents, and practicing physicians.

We Wrote the Book
Dr. Jeremy Polman authored 
the definitive guide to reframe 
Osteopathic Education.

Focus on the Fundamentals
A dedicated OMM curriculum 
enables faculty to engage in  
the classroom.

Highlight the Value of Practice
A holistic approach to diagnosis 
and treatment, not a one-size fits  
all paradigm.

A Powerful Tool in the Toolkit
Deeper understanding, not 
memorization, supports learning  
the techniques of a physical exam.
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